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Work samples / Mariella Greil (selected excerpts)

a) studio practice ( 2008 -present)

duration:3:40

camera: Werner Moebius

sound: Ryuichi Sakamoto, Christian Fennesz

An edited version of my studio practice including a warm-up with a mix of Iyengar Yoga,

Meridian Stretching, Hamilton Floor Barre, Theraband/ Ball Exercises and Ideokinesis. The

second part is based on Skinner Release Work, I explore a floorphrase and work with Instant

Composition.

b) documentation  - excerpts of performances

outside the frame (2006)

duration: 3:00 (full-length: 25 min)

camera: Manuel Vason

sound: Werner Moebius 

This is the timeless time of defacement, an expanding space wherein
everyone tears off their mask and therewith their face.

 (Michael Taussig, Sociologist)

The sides of the body get confused, the face melts into the body, balances get lost.

Mariella Greil and Werner Mœbius create unique minimalistic movementmonochromes from

abstract performative and acoustic material.



back to front (2005)

duration: 1:15 (full-length: 35 min)

sound triggered through video-motion sensing (used software lloopp): Arnold Haberl

    

>back to front<

read the title as a self-reflected instruction

>back to front< doesn!t give direction

comes full circle with feedback processes

and their eigenvalue.

Instead of an illusion of interactive performance the public is invited to log on to various

feedback-loops.

Conditionality on multiple layers: body as site. music as lens.

textual structures become light.

Is there another side to the subjective?

>back to front<

trilogy (2005)

duration: 4:40 (full-length: 30 min)

camera: Kurt Hoerbst

sound: Alexander Wallner

  

The performance trilogy is based on movement monochromes.

s wish is a meditation on the torsional moment  - lAUT a permanently recurring „NO“ and

eavesdrop reflects the gaze of the voyeur framed by a gap.

The collaborative project works with reduction and repetition as a compositional tool and

pursues the synaesthetic fusion of bodyscape and soundscape.



s wish

The painting „Black Circle“(1923) by Kasimir Malewich was the initial inspiration for the

composition along with the desire to reflect the bodily perception of geometrical spaces.

Pivoting around the body!s physical axis, which is turning around the vertical axis of the

space creates a spinning motion on the floor. A sophisticated use of shifting is central for the

work and the continuous pivoting with variations introduces a scraping sound, which, as a

permanent acoustic element, is immanent in the piece. Music and dance are no longer

perceived individually. The looping sound becomes part of the music, the music part of the

motion. Soundscape and movement are monochrome.

lAUT

In german phonetics „Laut“ is the smallest acoustically articulated entity of spoken language.

In this part of the performance an articulated detail is singled out, amplified and projected.

lAUT (in an inversion of case sensitivity) constitutes from focussed reduction, intensity

through high sound density and concentrated movement material. A physical action in

resonance with Yvonne Rainer!s NO manifesto.

eavesdrop

Eavesdropping the poem of the animalcule and submerging in bodyscape. Caressing light

through a crevice illuminating the concealed.

"Let´s just say we are looking for patches of sunlight" (Hakim Bey)

c) live performance & video interaction

stereoskopie (2007)

duration: 2:50 (performative work.station 3x 1 h per day)

Performance: Mariella Greil

Video installation: Synes Elischka

Sound/max msp: Christian Schroeder

  

    

The performer is confronted with the doubling of herself. The relationship between self-

perception, observation and surveillance is tested. The dichotomy between object and

subject, human and machine becomes visible. Solutions are suggested with artful

micro-choreography. The compressed space allows an intensely direct communication on

multiple layers with one!s own body.



op. 6,1 (2005)

duration: 2:10 (full-length: 18 min)

Video installation/ Performance: Mariella Greil

Composition for surround sound: Bernhard Lang

Camera: Kurt Hoerbst

A performative installation in the carpentry Mittersill bound for demolition. An hommage to

Anton von Webern atomising an excerpt of his op. 6, Sechs Stücke für großes Orchester

(1909). This collaboration was initiated by Composers Forum Mittersill and was a contribution

to the anniversary of Webern!s death in Mittersill 1945.

m.m.m. (2000)
(video section – shown in conjunction with live dance performance)

duration: 1:30 (full-length: 20 min)

camera: Andreas Burgert

analogue editing machine sounds : Mariella Greil

  

The ruins of a house, that was never completed the location for the video part of the

performance M.M.M.. The title refers to my first initial a friend I never met and a memory. All

three tell of looking for a place and never quite arriving. A harsh rash of intensity, but only to

calm down and settle. About waiting and a body to inhabit.



performative lecture „time said“(2007)

duration: 6:10 (full-length: 3x 20 min)

video footage: Werner Herzog, Valie Export, Bruce Nauman

documentation/camera: Sarah Spies, John Pearson

   

„And is not human life in many parts of the earth governed to this day less by time than by

weather, and thus by an unquantifable dimension which disregards linear regularity, does not

progress constantly forward but moves in eddies, is marked by episodes of congestion and

irruption, recurs in ever-changing form, and evolves in no one knows what direction?“

(W.G. Sebald)

Refering to Henri Lefebvres claim of interconnectivity of theory and practice I gave a

„performative lecture“ at the „repeat, repeat“ conference at the Centre for Practice as

Research in the Arts (CPARA).

The performative lecture is built around the repetition of favourite activities. Repetition

doesn!t necessarily imply the regularity which is often associated with it. I explore the way in

which the perception of repetition is temporary and aim to interweave the practice of bodily

discourse with theoretical negotiations. Repetition is considered as a tool for composition or

a way of proceeding in live subjectivity.

I propose to share a route of moving thoughts and to re-consider the concept of repetition in

choreographic processes as well as in the personal chronology of life events. The chronology

inherent in re-visiting situations in our personal history unravells how we repeat ourselves on

a personal as well as on a collective level.



d) works for choreographed camera

pan y cebollas (2007)

  

duration: 5:00

camera: Ramona Poenaru

cast: Montserrat Payro, Tim Darbyshire, Mariella Greil

sound: Werner Moebius

The cannibalistic fantasy of two women in an extreme form of a relationship where the victim

becomes an object of desire, a territory to be conquered. Pan y cebollas involves themes of

death, food, sacrifice, aggression, love, and destruction or transformation of others.

skin (2004)

    

duration: 3:20

camera: Mathias Brunner

sound: Mariella Greil, Werner Moebius

Skin is the surface and the cover, which simultaneously conceals the body and shows it. It is

the surface which separates and communicates between the internal body and the external

space, a physical and psychological place of transfer for perception. A storing place for

memory and identity, a site of negotiation for ethical questions about exploitation, species,

cultural value systems and war. But skin is also a permeable membrane and metaphor for

unstable limits of our bodies and existences.



get a comet (2005)

duration: 3: 30

camera & sound: Mariella Greil, Werner Moebius

„Maybe they would have thought that a part of the sun had broken off and fallen to earth.“

This experimental video work was generated by a multitranslation process.

Circular movement loops performed with fire poi (a traditional maori game) generated the

basic sound track which was recorded with binaural microphones. Editing and mixing the

sounds with a special computer software allows the audience to hear exactly what the

dancer, who was right in between the fire loops heard during recording. This audio-visual

work has a hypnotic effect.


